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1 Introduction
Avon Park Army Airfield (ICAO:AGR) is located 10 miles north west of Avon Park, FL. Established
in 1941 as an auxiliary base to MacDill Army Air force base it was adjacent to the largest
practice bombing rang east of the Mississippi. In 1942 it was established as a primary air base.
The mission of the facility was to train B-26 and B-17 crews in bombing and aerial gunnery. The
range and airfield, in a different form, still are in use today. This scenery package attempts to
recreate the 1943 version of the airfield and three of the practice bombing ranges. It is for use
with Microsoft Flight Simulator X.

Figure 1 Ariel Photograph of Avon Park AAF, 1944
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2 How All This Works
This scenery package makes extensive use of the FSX effects engine. In order to get the most
enjoyment out of it, the pilot should have a basic understanding of how these effects work. No
actual bombs are dropped from the aircraft, rather, a bomb effect is triggered by the aircraft.
Every effect in this package is controlled by a “trigger”. In FSX lingo, these triggers are called
“Effects Controllers”. Every trigger occupies a section of spherical airspace of a predetermined
size. Some triggers, like the ones on the bombing ranges occupy a fairly large area, about 200m
in diameter at a specific location. If an aircraft enters the trigger sphere, it places the effect,
“emitter” at the desired position and a timer is started.

Figure 2Aircraft Enters Trigger and a Timer is Started

The timer is set to a value to try and synchronize with the aircrafts arrival over the target, just
as a dropped bomb would do.
Trigger

When the trigger timer expires, the effect is activated.

Figure 3 The Effect Timer Expires and the Effect is Activated
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Bomb Track

Viewing the bomb range triggers (if you could see them) you would observe a center, 2 left and
2 right triggers. If the aircraft flies through the center trigger, the bomb track will be on target.
If the aircraft flies through a left or right trigger, the bomb track will shift accordingly.

Trigger

Bomb Track

Figure 4 Flying Through the Center Trigger Produces a Bomb Track on Target

Trigger

Figure 5 The Bomb Track will be Left of Target
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In addition to the bombing ranges and their high altitude triggers, the Avon Park area contains
five low level strafe targets for fighters. These low level targets also employ the same type of
trigger, only with a smaller area and shorter delay. The fighters must pass extremely close to
the target in order to trigger the bomb effects.

Figure 6 The Strafing Run Must Pass Extremely Close to the Target

All effects triggers are “persistent” except for the initial audio effects at the airfield. These
means you can in the same session, return to a target and re-trigger the effect as many times as
desired.

3 The Avon Park Army Airfield – ICAO: AGR
The airfield lies at 27.649614, -81.348813 at an altitude of 68 feet and has a barracks area
adjacent to the West. There are two runways, RWY05/23 and RWY14/32. Both are asphalt with
a length of 5400 feet and a width of 150 feet.
The taxiways are also asphalt and are 50 feet wide. A total of 65 numbered parking spaces are
available for use. They consist mainly of 75’ diameter asphalt circles. Seven parking spaces are
provided on four larger hard stands.
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Figure 7USGS 1950 Topographical Map of Avon Park AAF
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Barracks Area

Avon Park AAF

Figure 8 Avon Park AAF and Barracks

The coordinate information for the airfield scenery was taken directly from Google Earth. Most of the
key features although not in use for many years are still visible in the satellite photographs. There are
few photographs available that were taken on the facility during it’s time as a bomber crew training
base. If you know of any good photographs that taken during the 1940’s at Avon Park AAF please use
the feedback link in the 91st “Bomb Sessions” section of the website. Any period photographs could help
us enhance the accuracy of the historical representation.

Figure 9 Airfield Diagram from Plan-G
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4 The Bombing Ranges
There are 3 bombing ranges in the Avon Park AAF V2.0 that are designed for medium and high
altitude bombing practice. As WWII progressed, more efficient training methods were sought.
The first big improvement was to move much of the B-17 bombing training to Avon Park so they
did not waste fuel flying from MacDill AAF. Much of the bombing practice was moved to lower
altitudes than normal, again saving time and fuel. However, when time permitted, bombing
was still done at high altitude also. The 3 bombing ranges implemented are:
A. The 10,000 foot range which uses a crosshair target.
B. The 15,000 foot range which implements a town with industrial area.
C. The 20,000 foot range which uses a crosshair target.

Fighter Train
Target

Fighter Truck
Park Target

10K
Range

Avon Park AAF
IP for 15K
Range (white
triangle)

Triggers

15K
Range
To Enemy
Airfield

20K
Range

Figure 10 AGR Area and Bombing Ranges

The above diagram shows all points of interest except the 10K/20K range IP, the submarine target and
the enemy airfield which will be covered in later sections of this document.
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4.1 The 10,000 Foot Bombing Range
The 10K practice target area lies 038.0° at 3.7nm from the airfield. The target consists of two
concentric rings with crosshairs. The outside ring is approximately 2000’ in diameter.

Lake

Arbuckle

038@4.7nm

Figure 11 Location of 10K Range from AGR

The IP for the bombing range (27.804302, - -81.420221) lies on the SE edge of “Lake
Weohyakapka”, “Lake Weo” for short. Sailboats are placed here for a visual cue. From the IP
you must proceed at 10,000 feet ±500 feet direct to the target. The approach to the 10K and
20K ranges is the same and uses the same IP, only the altitude differs.
Lake “Weo”

IP (Sail Boats)

T

8.5nm @~141°
T

T

T

T
10K’ Range

16.8nm @~141°

AGR (Avon Park AAF)

T
T

T

T

T
20K’ Range

T =Bomb Drop Trigger

Figure 12 Approach to the 10K and 20K Ranges
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4.2 The 15,000 Foot Bombing Range
The 15K practice target are lies 9.6nm northeast of AGR at a bearing of 074°.

15K Range

Figure 13 Location of the 15K Range from AGR

The approach for the 15K range is from the west. After climbing to 15,000 feet, cross the white
triangle IP and proceed directly to the target. Your heading should be approximately 095°. You
must you must proceed at 15,000 feet ±500 feet direct to the target.

095° @ 14nm

15K Range

15K IP (White Triangle)

Figure 14 Approach to the 15K Range
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The 15K Range is a mock town with housing, downtown and an industrial area. The industrial
area is comprised of factories and a fuel tank farm. It is located on the south side of the town.
The housing and downtown are on the north side of town.

Housing, Don’t Kill
Civilians!
Train Target
for Fighters

15K Range
Industrial
Targets
Figure 15 Detail View of the 15,000 Foot Range

The IP for the 15K range is easy to see from a distance through the Norden bombsight.

10K Range

15K Range

Lake Arbuckle

15K Range IP

Figure 16 The 15K Range IP Viewed Through the Norden Bombsigh

Your target on the 15K range is the industrial area on the south side of town. You will encounter
FLAK on the 15K Range.
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15K Range
Industrial Area

Train Target for
Fighters

10K Range

Figure 17 The 15,000 Foot Range Viewed Through the Norden Bombsight

4.3 The 20,000 Foot Bombing Range
The 20,000’ range lies 8.2nm to the South East of AGR on a heading of 117°. It is of the same
configuration as the 10K range with the exception of the triggers.

117° @8.2nm

20K Range
Figure 18 Location of the 20,000 Foot Range from AGR

The IP for the bombing range (27.804302, - -81.420221) lies on the SE edge of “Lake
Weohyakapka”, “Lake Weo” for short. Sailboats are placed here for a visual cue. From the IP
you must proceed at 20,000 feet ±500 feet direct to the target.
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Lake “Weo”

IP (Sail Boats)

T

8.5nm @~141°
T

T

T

T
10K’ Range

16.8nm @~141°

AGR (Avon Park AAF)

T
T

T

T

T
20K’ Range

T =Bomb Drop Trigger

Figure 19 Approach to the 10K and 20K Ranges

The 20,000 foot range has the same type of crosshair target as the 10K range. It uses the same type of
triggers, except they are placed at 20,000 feet.
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5 The Fighter Targets
There are five targets configured for fighter strafing runs. Any fighter may be used. The
explosion effects are triggered by flying very close to the targets.
Submarine

Train

Tank Farm
Truck Park

Enemy Airfield

Figure 20 Fighter Target Locations

5.1 The Submarine Target
The submarine target is at the North West end of Lake Arbuckle and in line with RWY32.

Figure 21 Fighter Submarine Target

5.2 The Truck Park Target
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The truck park target is located near the north edge of the 10K range target. It is in the middle
of a large white coral star shaped spot of terrain for easier recognition.

10K Range

Truck Park

Figure 22 Fighter Truck Park Target

5.3 The Train Target
The train target for the fighters is near the North West corner of the 15K range. It is made
easier to spot by the white coral terrain upon which it sits.

15K
Range

Train

Figure 23 Fighter Train Target
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5.4 The Tank Farm Target
The tank farm target for the fighters is located at the South edge of the 15K range.

Tank Farm

Figure 24 Fighter Tank Farm Target

5.5 The Enemy Airfield Target
The enemy airfield is a very target rich environment with JU-52, JU-87, trucks and hangers. It is located
South East of the 15K range. The runways, taxiways and hardstands are all made of white coral for easy
spotting.

Don’t miss this line of JU-52's

Figure 25 Fighter Airfield Target
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6 Target an IP Coordinates
This table of all targets and their associated IP coordinates if they have one is useful for flight
planning.
Target or IP
Truck Park Target
Submarine Target
10K Range
10K and 20K Range IP
15K Range
15K Range IP
20K Range
Enemy Airfield

Latitude
27.72074
27.708151
27.700236
27.804369
27.708269
27.708459
27.59875
27.654261

Longitude
-81.334054
-81.412642
-81.310461
-81.420275
-81.180755
-81.443374
-81.204646
-81.084124

Table 1 Coordinates of Targets and IP's

7 Extra Features for Registered FSUIPC Users
Unlike Microsoft Combat Flight Simulator, FSX has been rather pacified. In order to add a
degree of realism, adjunct packages such as Pete Dowson’s “FSUIPC” must be used. Pilots using
the registered version of FSUIPC may make use of the following 2 realism add-ons.

7.1 Extra Feature for the A2A B17 with Accu-Sim™ - The Pucker Module
Did you ever wonder what it was like being hit by FLAK in a B-17? How will you react when your copilot
suddenly reports “Skipper, we just took a hit to #2?” Now you have the opportunity to find out (a very
mild facsimile) by employing the optional “PUCKER” module. This LUA script will detect when you are in
the FLAK on the 15K range. It will randomly pick an engine to be damaged. WARNING - THIS WILL
DAMAGE YOUR B17. So if you are worried about that, don’t use it. Any damage can be fixed in the
maintenance hangar. This LUA script will also detect your approach to the 10K range, ring the alarm bell
for 5 seconds and open the bomb bay doors. It has not been implemented for the 20K range. If feedback
from pilots indicates it would be desirable, it will be added to the 20K range in a later version. Once
installed you will have a choice to use it or not as it is invoked by a keyboard command or switch of your
choice.
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7.1.1 Installing the Pucker Module
The name of the LUA module is not really “pucker.lua”. The term “Pucker” is just a nickname used to
indicate the human anatomical reaction when it triggers. The name of the module is
“DetectBombRange.lua.” The installation is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Unzip the “Avon_Park_Army_Airfield_1943_V2.0.zip” to a directory of your choice.
Locate the \Modules\ subfolder underneath where you unzipped the file.
Copy the contents of the \Modules\ folder to your \FSX\Modules\ subfolder.
Make a backup copy of “fsuipc.ini”
Open “fsupic.ini” in a text editor of your choice.
Open the files “DetectBombRange.txt” in a text editor of your choice.
Find the “[LuaFiles]” section of your “fsuipc.ini.” If you don’t have one create one by coping and
pasting to complete contents of ”DetectBombRange.txt” to the end of your “fsuipc.ini.” Replace
the “x” at the beginning of the line containing “x=DetectBombRange” with the number 1.
8. If you have a “[LuaFiles]” section of your “fsuipc.ini, add the “x=DetectBombRange” line at the
end of your “[LuaFiles]” section and change the “x” to the next number in your LUA script
sequence.
9. Start up FSX and spawn to any airfield with your B-17.
10. Once in the simulation go to the menu addons-> fsuipc and map a key or button to the LUA
script. This first mapping will be to invoke the script. In this case the “Delete” key and the “End”
car are being mapped to start and kill the script.

Figure 26 FSUIPC Mapping of a Key to Start the Pucker Module
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Figure 27 FSUIPC Mapping of a Key to Kill the Pucker Module

11. Installation of the pucker model is finished.

7.2 Extra Feature for the A2A P47 – The Gun Effect
This next realism add-on can actually be done without FSUIPC, however it is much easier with FSUIPC.
This can be done for any airplane. This implementation will serve as an example of how to modify any
aircraft with guns.
(Note that Gun and Flare Effects has the potential to decrease Multiplayer Server reliability
Use with Moderation)
1. Download and install the Gun and Flare effects from the 91st Quarter Masters Section. You don’t
need to install the effects in the B17 (you may want to thought, they’re cool). You are only
required to install the proper effects and sounds to your FSX folder.
2. Locate the \Gun_effect\ sub folder where you unzipped
“Avon_Park_Army_Airfield_1943_V2.0.zip.”
3. Open the file “P47_cfg_mod_for_guns.txt”
4. Navigate to the folder containing the A2A P47 you wish to install the gun effects in.
5. Make a backup copy of your “Aircraft.cfg.”
6. Open the “Aircraft.cfg” in a text editor of your choice.
7. Locate the “[smokesystem]” section of the aircraft.cfg
8. Copy and paste the entire contents of “P47_cfg_mod_for_guns.txt” over the “[smokesystem]”
section of the aircraft.cfg.
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9. Save the “Aircraft.cfg”
10. Start FSX and spawn to any airfield with the P47 you just modified.
11. Go to the menu addons-> fsuipc and map your joy stick trigger to the smoke system.

Figure 28 FSUIPC Mapping of P47 Gun Effects

12. THIS IS IMPORTANT, use the shift+3 to bring up the min control and turn off Accu-Sim. Accu-Sim
uses the smoke system to puff smoke every time you change throttle. If you do not disable
Accu-Sim your guns will fire every time you change throttle.
13. If you would like to learn how to modify this effect for use with other aircraft, follow this link.
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9 Legal Stuff
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